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Assume CH. Then we can construct an S-space X such that for every notion of forcing (P, s) 
satisfying the countable chain condition and for every (f’, +-generic ultrafilter G: V[G]bX is 
an S-space. 
An application of this Theorem: Con ZFC + Con(ZFC + MA(ot) +%-space). 
AMS Subj. Class. 54A35, 54A25, 54D20 
S-space HFD forcing 
1. Introduction 
Let A?, N be transitive models of ZFC and JCI c.N. Let (X, r) be a topological 
space in Jll i.e. (X, r) E Jt and Ju k (X, T) is a topological space. 
Then we can define a topology on X in K such that T, the family of all open 
subsets of X in A?, will be an open base of this topology. It will not lead to confusion 
if this topological space will also be denoted by (X, T). If %\ EA is an open base in 
A then evidently ‘3 is an open base in A”. It is easy to see that if At l=(X, 7) is 
regular then Xk(X, r) is regular. 
Definition. We say that a topological space (X, T) is CCC-destrucible /CCCd/ iff 
there is a notion of forcing (P, 6) satisfying countable chain condition, and a 
(P, <)-generic ultrafilter G such that 
V[G]CX has a discrete subset of cardinality wl. 
We say that (X, T) is CCC-indestrucribk /CCCi/ if (X, r) is not CCCd. 
It is easy to see that if (X, T) is CCCi and 2 c X then (2, T 12) is CCCi, as well. 
Now let JU be a transitive model of ZFC and let (P, s) be a notion of forcing 
with the CCC in A. Then we can prove the next result: 
Theorem 1. If 
A k there is a CCCi S-space 
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then 
A[G]kthere is an S-space. 
Proof. Let (X, T) E ,U be such that 
A t (X, T) is a CCCi S-space. 
It is well known (c.f. [3]) that there is a Z = {xe: ,.$Ew”~}E& such that Z E [Xl+ 
and Z is right-separated in type wi in A, i.e. for all Q E wi{xg: 5~ a} is open in Z, 
and 2 is hereditarily separable in A. Then 
A[G] =,TbZ is right-separated in type wI, 
because w;” = 0;“. We want to prove that Z is an S-space in . t’. For this it suffices 
to prove that Z has not discrete subset of cardinality wi in .i*. But (Z, T/Z) is 
CCCi in At therefore 
A[G]i=Z has not discrete subset of cardinality w 1. 0 
Remark. Using Lemma 86 in [2] one can easily prove that 
A”!=Z is CCCi. 
Now we shall give an ‘inner’ condition for a topological space (X, T) to be CCCi. 
Let (X, r) be a topological space and 9 be an open base. Put 
P = P(X, 2?) = {f: f is function, dom f E [Xl’“, rng f c 9, x E f(x 1, 
x&f(y)foreveryx#y,x;y~domf}. 
In other words P describes how the finite subsets of X are made discrete with 
members of ‘2. 
The partial ordering s of P is the reversed inclusion, i.e. fcg iff fz g. If P’c P 
we put 
D (P’) = U{dom f: f E P’}. 
Theorem 2. If there is an open base ‘8 of the topological space (X, r) such that for 
every P’ c P(X, 23) 
if jD(P’)( z= w I then (P’, g 1 P) is not CCC, 
then (X, T) is CCCi. 
Proof. Let (Q, S) be a notion of forcing satisfying the CCC. Let X= V[G] be a 
(Q, c)-generic extension, moreover D EN such that 
XtD is a discrete subset of X. 
Then there is an FE Jv such that 
~v/=(FisafunctionfromD to??,xEF(x),x&F(y)ifxfy,x;yED.) 
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We write briefly 
NtF is a discrete function from D to 9. 
Let F and D be names for F and D, moreover let p E Q n G be such that 
p II-F is a discrete function from @ to 3. 
Now put 
P’={fc P(X, 3): 3(q E Q)((q sp) A (q IbfcFN). 
Let{f,:[Ew,}cP’and{qE~p:[Ewi}cQsuchthat 
for all fEwi, qEIFLCF. 
Then there are 5; n EU~, q E Q such that q f 00, .$ Z TJ and q sqE, q,,. Since 
q Itfx,, c E, by the definition of P’, f = fc u f,, E P’(f E P(X, Q), because q ll-F is 
a discrete function to 2?). Then f6 and f,, are compatible in P’, i.e. P’ is CCC. By 
our assumption D’= D(P’) is a countable set. 
We shall show that .Nl=D c D’. Indeed, let x ED, U E ‘3 and q <p/q E Q nG/ 
be such that 
q IkF(x’) = 0. 
Now put f = {(x, U)} E P(X, ‘93). Then q lbfc F therefore x ED’. This proves that 
XCD CD’. 
But Xb]D’I SW, because (Q, S) is CCC. This implies 
Xi=D is countable if D is discrete in (X, T), 
hence (X, r) is CCC-indestructible. Cl 
Corollary. As.sume MA(oi). If (X, 7) is an S-space then (X, r) is CCC- 
indestructible. 
Proof. Suppose that (X, r) is CCCd S-space, so that by Theorem 2 there is a 
P’ c P(X, T) such that ID( awl and (P’, SIP) is CCC. Let {xe: ~EOJ~)CD(P’), 
{f~:[Ewi}cP’besuchthatif~#n thenx,#x,andforevery~Ewi,x,Edomf,. 
By [4] there is a C E [oi]“’ such that {fE: 5 E C} has pairwise P-compatible elements, 
i.e. for all 5, q E C we have fs u f,, E P’. This implies f = u{f6: 5 E C} is a discrete 
function to ‘3 and D = {xc: 5 E C}c dom f. Then D is discrete and IDI = wl, contra- 
dicting that X is an S-space. 0 
2. Constructing a CCCi S-space using CH 
In this Section, we shall construct a CCCi S-space using CH. This construction 
needs a combinatorical Lemma. The proof of this Lemma will be given in Section 
3. First we need some notation and definitions. 
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If A c On, x EA. n E w then we denote by IAA(x, n) the set of n consecutive 
elements of A starting with x. 
Definition. If S is a set and A c On, n E o, we say that S is n-dense in A iff for 
allxEA we haveIA(x,n)nSfO. 
It is easy to see that if S is n-dense in A, m 5n, S’DS then S’ and S’nA are 
m-dense in A, moreover if B is n-dense in A and C is m-dense in A n B then C 
is n * m-dense in A. 
If A con we denote by H(A) the set of finite functions from A to 2. If 
X={fE:tEW*}C2W’, we say that X is rightly hereditarily finaify dense (THFD) iff 
for each A E [wl]” with tp A a limit ordinal there is an a E w1 such that for every 
~~H(~~\(~)thereisann~wforwhich(~)={~~o~:f,~~}isn-denseinA. 
It is easy to see that if X is THFD and we change countably many coordinates 
of every element of A then we again get a THFD set, moreover if X is THFD 
then X is HFD and therefore X is hereditarily separable under the usual product 
topology of 2”’ (cf. [l]). 
Theorem 3. If X = {ft : 5 E WI} is THFD l/ten X is CCCi. 
Proof. We shall prove that there is an open base ‘8 of the space X satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 2. This open base 8 will be the set of restrictions of the 
elementary open sets of 2”‘. In other words, if E E H(w r) then put 
[&]={fEX:fx&}, 8 ={[&I: & EH(Ui)}. 
Now assume, on the contrary, that there is a P’c P(X, ‘3) such that jO(P w 1 
and (P’, G 1 P) is CCC. Without loss of generality we may assume that P’ is complete 
i.e. if g c h and h E P’ then g E P’. Then there is a C E [w Jwl and {Ed: ,$ E C} c H(wJ 
such that pe = {(fC, [+])}E P’ for 5 E C and if 6,~ E C, 5 f q, then ft Zf,,. For each 
t~Cleta,=dom~~ 
We may assume that aE = n v 6, and bE < 6, (i.e. max be < min 6,) if ,$ <q. This 
can be achieved by a usual A -system argument. We may assume that Ed r b = E, 1 b = CL 
for 6, n E C. Put pe = Ed r be Now we shall prove an easy lemma. 
Lemma 1. If (Q, G) is a CCC po.-set and C E [a]“’ then there is Q DE [Cl” such 
that D is centered i.e. for every a E [D]‘” there is a q E Q such that q <p for every p E a. 
Proof of the Lemma. If C has not infinite centered subset then C has uncountably 
many maximal and finite centered subsets: {aa: 5 E w 1). For each 5‘ E w 1 let pE E Q 
be such that p6 “p if p E u. Then the pr’s are pairwise incompatible because the 
uE’s are maximal centered and distinct families, but this is impossible. Cl 
Now we will continue the proof of Theorem 3. By transfinite induction on u E w 1 
we will define C, c C, t(u) E C,, n (a) E C such that for every (T E p E w 1: 
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(i) tp C, =w 
(ii) sup C, < min C, 
(iii) {p,: TJ E CO} is centered in P’ 
(iv) (Pi) = (11 E wi: f,, 3 Z.Q(~~} is n (c)-dense in A, = u(CY: v’ E v}. 
Assume p E wl and for every c E p, C,, e(c), n(g) have already been defined. 
Let A, = u(Cv. * u up}. Then tp A, is a limit ordinal, therefore there is an a EOJ~ 
such that for every E l H(wi\a) there is an n EU for which (E) is n-dense in A,,. 
Then there is a /3 E w1 such that for every ,$ E wi\p, pc E H(w i\a) because the be’s 
are “one after the other”, moreover p ) sup A,. By Lemma 1, there is a C, E [C\/3]” 
for which {pE: 5 E C,} is centered in P’. We may assume that tp C, = o. Put t(p) = 
min C,. Since ~E(p)~H(~i\a), there is an now such that (pcl,,J is n(p)-dense 
in A,. Let A = u(Cv: u E w 1}. Since P’ is complete and the C,‘s are “one after the 
other”, for each 6 E A and n E w 
p(& n) = {(f,, [%I): t7 E IA& n ,) E p’. 
Now let D E [w J’*, n E w be such that for every u E D, n ((T) = n. Then for u, p ED 
if u <p then there is an q EZA(.$(U), n) for whichf,, 3gLE(,,), since &,J is n-dense 
in A,,. Hence f,, 3 Ed, because f,, 3 Z.L and Ed = g u ZQ(~) (since {(f,,, [E,])} E P’c 
P(X, 3 ), so f,, 13 e, 3 E,, r b = t.~). Thus we got the following: 
For u, p ED if u <p then there is a 5 E dom p(t(u), n) such that fc E [eCcpJ, hence 
p(t(u), n)up(t(p), n) & P(X, V) i.e. they are incompatible in P(X, 3) and therefore 
in P’ as well. This contradicts that P’ is CCC. 0 
Main Lemma. Zf a E On, Fi c 9(a) is countable, tp G is limit ordinal for each G E %, 
then there is a partition (Ao, A ,> of a (A O n A 1 = 0 and A0 u A t = a ) such that for 
each G E 3 there is an n E w for which both A0 and A I are n-dense in G. 
The proof of this lemma will be given in Section 3. 
Theorem 4. Assume CH. Then there is a THFD-space. 
Proof. Let 3 = {G E [wJw: tp G is a limit ordinal}. Since 1591 = wl we can write 
3 = {G, : a E w 1\w} and we may assume that G, c a for every a E wi\w. By transfinite 
induction on a E wi\w we will define a partition (A:, A?) of a and %, E [%I” such 
that for & a E w i\w, p < CY, and for every G E SO: 
(i) $ 2{(G,v: a’ca} 
(ii) ?& c ??Z= c [alw 
(iii) A: and AT are n-dense in G for some n E w 
(iv) A~nG,A~nGE’$. 
Assume a E w1 and for all p E a (A:, A?) and %?@ have already been defined. 
Ifa=p+llet 
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By the Main Lemma there is a partition (A:, A:) of a such that for every G E Y,*, 
AO and A I are n-dense in G for some n E O. Let 
~~==~u{G~AP:GE~,*,~E~}. 
Evidently the conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied by 5$, (tp(G n AS) is limit since A: is 
n-dense in G and tpg is limit). 
We define X = {fc: 6 E w 1) c 2”’ by putting 
i 
1 ifa< 
f<(a)= 0 if a=.$ 
i ifcr>[and[EAF. 
We claim that X is THFD. We have to prove that for each GE 9 there is an 
(Y E w1 such that for all E E H(oi\(~) (E) is n-dense in G for some n E w. 
Let G =Gp~%, a =p ~2, E EH(w,\cY). It is easy to see that 
(E) 3n{AQ”‘: y E dom E}. 
Let dome ={cxi:jEk}, kEw and Q <aj <aj+i for all jc k - 1. Since Ge E %&+i, 
there is an nocw for which A::“’ and so Ho = GP nA$“’ is no-dense in GP and 
Not $,. Then there is an n; E w for which AL’,a” is n ‘1 -dense in HO. Then Aif’ n 
A ~~l’isni=no.nrl-denseinGpand 
H1=ffonA~'pl'~~~,,. 
Iterating this k-time we get that there is an n = nk-1 such that 
n{A:;“+jEk} 
is n-dense in Gp. This implies that (E) is n-dense in Gp. 0 
Corollary 1. Assume CH. Then there is a CCC-indestructibfe S-space. 
Proof. The space X constructed above is hereditarily separable, since it is HFD, 
and right-separated in type w1 i.e. X is an S-space. By Theorem 3, X is a 
CCCi-space. •i 
Corollary 2. Con(ZFC) -* Con(ZFC + MA(o i) + 3S-space). 
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Proof. Let 66 be a transitive model of ZFC+CH. It is well known (cf. [2]) that 
there is a CCC notion of forcing (P, <) in 66 such that 
<Up != MA(w ,). 
But 
“64 b 3CCCi S-space 
by Corollary 1 and 
“66 ITheorem 1. 
Hence ,UpC3S-space. 0 
3. Proof of Main Lemma 
In this Section we will prove the Main Lemma formulated in the previous Section. 
The proof needs several words from graph-theory. 
A graph is a pair (G, E) such that E c [G]‘. 
Let (F, E) be a forest in the sense of graph-theory, i.e. a graph whose components 
(the maximal connected subsets of F) are trees. C = C(F, E) denotes the set of all 
components of (F, E). 
We say that the forest (F, E) is bounded iff there is an n E w such that ITI < n for 
every T E C(F, E), in which case b(F) or b(F, E) denotes the minimal such n. 
Now let F c On and (F, E) be a forest. We say that (F, E) is monotone iff 
(i) (F, E) is bounded and 
(ii) for every distinct T, T’E C(F, E), T < T’ or T’< T. 
We say that the forest (F, E) is good iff there is an n E w and a sequence 
{(Fk, ok): k en} of monoton forests such that the Fk’s are pairwise disjoint, 
lJ{Fk : k E n} = F, and lJ{ek : k E n} = E. If (F, E) is good then L(F) or L(F, E ) denotes 
the minimal such n E w. 
Now let A c On and n E w, (F, E) be a forest. We say that (F, E) or E is n-dense 
in A iff for every x E A [IA(x, n)12 n E f 0. 
Now let (F, E) be a forest with F c On, moreover let A c On. We can construct 
a ‘new’ forest (F, E’) using (F, E) and A in the following way: 
Putx(T)=min(TnA)whereTEC(F,e)andTnA#0,andlet 
Put LY = tp B and B = {xc: ,$ E a} such that xE <x, if 6 -K n. Now let 
E * = {{x,+~,_ x,+zk+is: cr is limit, k E co}, 
and 
&I=& u&*. 
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Then (F, E’) is a forest because each new edge runs between two distinct components 
of F and distinct new edges belong to disjoint pairs of components. 
Sublemma 1. If (F, E) is monoton then (F, e’) is good. 
Proof. Let Fo=U(TEC(F,e):AnTZO}, F1=F\Fo, eg=(elFO)ue*, E~=E\E,,. 
Then F. and F1 (also e. and et) are disjoint. (Ft. EL) is monoton because it is a 
subforest of the monoton forest (F, e). 
Each new component of F. is the union of at most two consecutive old components 
of (Fo, e r Fo), therefore (Fo, eO) is monoton, too. Cl 
Now let (F, e) be a good forest. Let {(F L, E& k E L} be a sequence of monoton 
forests showing the goodness of (F, E ), where L = L(F, E). Moreover let A c On. 
Put 6 = I_){&;: k E L}. Then (F, E) is a forest because the Fk’s are disjoint, and of 
course the 6;‘s are also disjoint. Moreover (F, 8) is good because by Sublemma 1 
each (Fk, EL) is good. 
Sublemma 2. Let (F, e) be good, A c F with tp A limit, n E W, n > 36(F, e) . l_(F, E). 
Then (F, .?) is n-dense in A. 
Proof. n > 36 L implies that for every x E A there is a k E L such that 1,.+(x, n) meets 
at least four distinct elements To < T1 < T2 < TJ of C(Fk, &k). We may assume that 
X(Ti+l) is the successor of x(Ti) in Bk for every i E 4. 
Now Tonla(x, n) # 0 implies that x(?;:)E IA(x, n) if 1 pi ~3. Then {x(T1), x(T2)} 
or {x ( T2), x ( Tj)} is an element of e ; therefore E; n [IA(x, n )I* f 0. 0 
Now we can prove the 
Main Lemma. If a E On and %I c 9((u) are such that @I s w and for every G E % 
tp G is limit, then there is a partition (Ao, A 1) of (Y such that for every G E Y both 
A0 and A 1 are n-dense in G for some n E w. 
Proof. Put ?I? = {Gk: k E o\(O)}. Let EO = 0. Then (a, co) is a good (monoton) forest. 
By induction on k E w we will define Ek c [a]* and n(k) E w such that for every k E w 
(i) (a, &k) is good 
(ii) &k c &kc1 
(iii) (a, &k) is n(k)-dense in Gk for k >O. 
Let us assume that&k has been defined for every k Cm.Put6=6(a,cm),L=L(cu,e,,,). 
We take n(m+1)=46L>36L. With the choice E=E,,, and A=G,+l we can 
construct he good forest (a, 8). Then (a, E) is n (m + l)-dense in G,+I by Sublemma 
2. Put &,+r = I. 
Now let E = u&k : k E 0). Then (a, E) is a forest because the et’s are increasing. 
E is n(k)-dense in Gk for every k EU because e 3&k. It is well known that every 
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forest has a 2-colouring, i.e. for our forest, (a, E), defined above, there is a partition 
(A,, AI) of a such that for every e E E and i E 2, e n Ai Z 8. Now let k E w and 
x E Gk arbitrary, II = n(k). Then there is an e E E A [Ic,(x, n I]* because E is m-dense 
in Gk. Therefore 
AinI;;,(x,n)~eAi#B if iE2. 0 
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